Cleaver brooks boiler wiring diagrams

Wiring Diagram Sample. A wiring diagram is a schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols
to show every one of the interconnections of components in the system. Wiring diagrams
comprise a pair of things: symbols that represent the ingredients inside circuit, and lines that
represent the connections between them. Therefore, from wiring diagrams, you understand the
relative location of the components and the way they may be connected. A first look in a circuit
diagram could possibly be confusing, but if read a subway map, search for schematics. The
purpose is the same: getting from point A to suggest B. Literally, a circuit is the path that allows
electricity to circulate. This guide will disclose a number of the common symbols that you will
be guaranteed to see with your future electrical engineering career. Outlets abroad operate at
the different voltage, which is the reason you want a converter when traveling. Current: Current
is the flow of electricity, or maybe more specifically, the flow of electrons. It is measured in
Amperes Amps , which enable it to only flow when a voltage supply is connected. Materials
such as gold or copper, are known as conductors, while they easily allow flow to move low
resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are types of insulators, inhibiting the movement of electrons
high resistance. DC Direct Current. DC is really a continuous flow of current in one direction. DC
can flow not only through conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, or even a vacuum. AC
Alternating Current. In AC, the flow of current periodically alternates between two directions,
often forming a sine wave. The frequency of AC is measured in Hertz Hz , and is typically 60 Hz
for electricity in residential and business purposes. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest.
Facebook Tweet Pin. Wiring Collection. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which uses
abstract pictorial symbols to reveal all the affiliations of parts in a system. Wiring layouts are
made up of two points: icons that stand for the elements in the circuit, and also lines that
represent the connections in between them. Therefore, from wiring representations, you know
the family member area of the parts and how they are connected. Electrical wiring layouts
mostly reveals the physical position of parts and also connections in the constructed circuit,
but not always in logic order. To check out a wiring diagram, first you have to recognize exactly
what essential elements are consisted of in a wiring diagram, and also which pictorial symbols
are used to represent them. The typical elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply,
cord and connection, output devices, switches, resistors, reasoning gateway, lights, etc. A line
stands for a cable. Cords are utilized to connect the components together. There need to be a
tale on the wiring diagram to tell you exactly what each color indicates. A collection circuit is a
circuit in which parts are linked along a single course, so the current circulations with one part
to obtain to the following one. In a collection circuit, voltages include up for all components
attached in the circuit, and currents are the very same through all parts. A great wiring diagram
needs to be technically proper and clear to read. Look after every information. The
representation must reveal the proper instructions of the favorable and unfavorable terminals of
each component. Make use of the best signs. Discover the meanings of the fundamental circuit
icons and also pick the appropriate ones to use. Draw connecting cords as straight lines. Use a
dot to suggest line joint, or use line leaps to show cross lines that are not connected. Tag
elements such as resistors as well as capacitors with their worths. See to it the text placement
looks tidy. Facebook Tweet Pin. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of cleaver brooks wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional photographic depiction of an electrical
circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power as well
as signal connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram typically offers info concerning
the loved one setting as well as setup of tools and also terminals on the tools, to assist in
structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic layout would reveal much more information of
the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic symbols to emphasize
affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is typically used to repair problems and also to
make sure that all the connections have been made and that everything is existing. Assortment
of cleaver brooks wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which utilizes
abstract pictorial icons to reveal all the interconnections of elements in a system. Wiring
diagrams are composed of 2 things: symbols that stand for the components in the circuit, and
also lines that represent the links in between them. From circuitry layouts, you know the loved
one place of the components and also just how they are linked. Wiring layouts primarily reveals
the physical position of parts and also links in the built circuit, but not necessarily in reasoning
order. To read a wiring diagram, first you need to know just what essential elements are
consisted of in a wiring diagram, and which photographic symbols are utilized to represent
them. The usual elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cable and link, result
tools, buttons, resistors, reasoning gate, lights, etc. A line represents a cord. Wires are made
use of to link the elements with each other. All points along the cord are identical as well as
linked. Wires on some areas require to cross each other, however that does not necessarily

indicate that they connect. A black dot is made use of to indicate the injunction of two lines. Key
lines are represented by L1, L2, as well as so on. Generally different colors are utilized to
identify the cables. There ought to be a tale on the wiring diagram to tell you what each shade
indicates. Generally circuits with more than two parts have 2 standard sorts of connections:
series as well as parallel. A collection circuit is a circuit where parts are attached along a
solitary path, so the current circulations with one part to obtain to the next one. In a series
circuit, voltages build up for all elements connected in the circuit, as well as currents coincide
through all components. In an identical circuit, each device is directly linked to the power
source, so each tool receives the same voltage. The existing in a parallel circuit streams along
each identical branch and also re-combines when the branches reunite. A good wiring diagram
has to be technically correct and clear to check out. Take treatment of every detail. The
representation should reveal the appropriate direction of the favorable and also adverse
terminals of each element. Make use of the appropriate symbols. Find out the definitions of the
fundamental circuit signs and also select the right ones to use. Some of the symbols have really
close look. You should have the ability to tell the distinctions before applying them. Attract
linking wires as straight lines. Make use of a dot to suggest line joint, or use line jumps to show
cross lines that are not linked. Tag elements such as resistors and also capacitors with their
worths. Ensure the text positioning looks clean. Cleaver-Brooks is the only company able to
deliver integrated equipment, full lifecycle services, and expert consultation to all our
customers. That is The Power of Total Integration. As we navigate these unchartered waters
together, smart technology can help keep critical systems operational to ensure that companies
stay up and running. As the safety of our employees and their families remain our top
priorityâ€¦. Properly maintaining your boiler system is critical to supporting a safe operation.
Knowing what tasks should be performed daily, weekly, monthly, semi-annually and annually
will ensure your boiler system continues to run reliably and optimally Founded in ,
Cleaver-Brooks is a complete boiler room solutions provider that helps businesses run better
every day. It develops hot water and steam generation products aimed at integrating and
optimizing the total boiler, burner, controls, and stack exhaust system to maximize energy
efficiency and reliability while minimizing emissions. Our dedicated reps help to commission
and optimally maintain your system, obtain parts, and provide product training. What We Do
The Power of Total Integration Cleaver-Brooks is the only company able to deliver integrated
equipment, full lifecycle services, and expert consultation to all our customers. IoT Solutions.
Learn More. Rental Solutions. Our fleet of rental boilers are strategically located throughout the
United States and Canada. No matter where you areâ€”from cities to rural areasâ€”we can get
you from rental quote to delivery and installation faster than anyone else. Recent Highlights.
View All News. Desperate Times Call for Innovative IoT Boiler Monitoring Measures As we
navigate these unchartered waters together, smart technology can help keep critical systems
operational to ensure that companies stay up and running. Functionsâ€¦ Read More. As the
safety of our employees and their families remain our top priorityâ€¦ Read More. Read More.
Technical Webinar - Preventive Maintenance Schedule for Boilers Properly maintaining your
boiler system is critical to supporting a safe operation. Cleaver Brooks Boiler Wiring Diagram
â€” wiring diagram is a simplified gratifying pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It
shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the facility and signal contacts
amid the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives recommendation practically the relative slope
and settlement of devices and terminals upon the devices, to encourage in building or servicing
the device. A pictorial diagram would do something more detail of the creature appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to draw attention to interconnections
on top of inborn appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to
make distinct that every the associates have been made and that all is present. Architectural
wiring diagrams comport yourself the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire
routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a
common circuit. Wiring diagrams use agreeable symbols for wiring devices, usually rotate from
those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not unaccompanied operate where
something is to be installed, but next what type of device is swine installed. For example, a
surface ceiling blithe is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling fresh has a substitute symbol,
and a surface fluorescent buoyant has unconventional symbol. Each type of switch has a
interchange fable and for that reason attain the various outlets. There are symbols that feign the
location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may
be required by the electrical inspection authority to take up link of the address to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will then complement panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit
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Non-necessary. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Table Of Contents. Packaged boiler - hp, light
oil, heavy oil, gas, or combination pages. DANGER If the information in this manual is not folImproper installation, adjustment service or maintenance can cause equipment lowed exactly, a
fire or explosion may re- damage, personal injury or death. Refer sult causing property damage,
personal injury or loss of life. DANGER The installation must conform to the re- A hot water
boiler installed above radia- quirements of the authority having juris- tion level or as required by
the Authority diction or, in the absence of such having jurisdiction, must be provided with a low
water cutoff device either as a part requirements, to the National Fuel Gas Page 6 Control
Setpoints The extended heating surface tubes provide for very high levels of performance in a
compact space. The boiler is designed to fire natural gas or propane. Page Control Figure
Control panel hinged access panel open 5. Note the downfired design of the burner and the
orientation of the hot water outlet and return connections. The return water connection is at the
bottom of the vessel and the hot water outlet is near the top. Page Optional Equipment [by
others] that are not part of Cleaver-Brooks scope of supply. In either case, the Cleaver-Brooks
authorized representative should be consulted for project specifics. Reusable air filter. The flue
gas duct sizes may be reduced at the vent connection. Page 15 Section 2 Installation Assembly
The pressure vessel assembly mounted on a skidded crate, the control panel in a box, and the
outer casing with insulation in a skidded box. Page Mounting Legs Section 2 â€” Installation 3.
Mounting Legs see Figure 1. Remove 4 boiler legs 1a from the packaging and remove thetop
two nuts and bolts 1 on the boiler mounting legs 1a 2. Remove the wooden skid cross beam
from the front of the boiler 3. Figure Insulation blanket Part No. Page Casing Assembly Section
2 â€” Installation 5. Casing Assembly 1. After removing the nuts and washers, attach the
electrical supplychannels 2 , left and right, on the mounting studs projectingfrom the top plate
of the boiler see Figure Do not installnuts and washers. Page Base Mounting Section 2 â€”
Installation 6. Based on local requirements the condensate can be piped to an appropriate
treatment location or the optional treatment tank can be mounted under the boiler see Figure
The flue gases from the Model CFC boiler should be removed via a gas-tight, temperature and
corrosion resistant flue gas pipeline. Only flue gas systems approved and tested by the relevant
region or province are to be connected to the boiler. Page Gas Connections Installation must
follow these guidelines and those of any local authorities having installation jurisdiction.
Therefore, a regulator must be installed at each CFC unit. Do not use a common regulator to
regulate pressure for a Pressure multiple unit installation. Note: Gas connection is at the rear of
the Test boiler, left hand side as you face the rear of the boiler. Page Gas Supply Pipe Sizing
Section 2 â€” Installation supports and not supported by the boiler gas train or the bottom of
the drip leg. Do not pipe across the top of the boiler as the burner swings up for service and
must have proper clearance. All gas piping and components to the boiler gas train connection
must comply with NFPA 54, local codes, and utility requirements as a minimum. Page Gas
Header Pipe sizes based on Table Page Boiler Water Piping 4. Pressure drop curves The
information in Figures through and in Tables and can help in determining pump requirements
for Model Figure Pressure Relief CFC installations. Standards Pressure- PSI 8. Page
Condensate Removal And Treatment The responsible authority will inform you of any
requirements for raising the pH value from 4. Condensate Tank Setup Options The boiler is
supplied with boiler legs standard which are sized to permit the installation of the condensate
collection tank. There are two 2 condensate tank styles available: 1 The condensate is piped
directly to a drain through the piping and water trap supplied during installation see Figure See
Figure and Figure for the suggested layout. A condensate trap with a minimum 6 inch water
column must be provided to prevent the flue gas from entering the boiler room. Page Electrical

Connections A qualified electrician or service technician must make the electrical connections
to the boiler. For typical CFC electrical component mounting see the electrical diagram mounted
on the inside of the removable front panel. For specific information on your boiler electrical
system refer to the Cleaver-Brooks wiring diagram provided with the boiler. Depending on the
application, the specifying engineer may dictate alternative category flue venting as deemed
appropriate. Vent Terminal Location Give special attention to the location of the vent
termination to avoid possibility of property damage or personal injury. Locate or guard vent to
prevent condensate from damaging exterior finishes. Use a 2' x 2' rust resistant sheet metal
backing plate against brick or masonry surfaces. DO NOT extend exposed stack pipe outside of
building. In winter conditions condensate could freeze and block stack pipe. Directly above a
paved sidewalk or driveway which is located between two single family dwellings and serves
both dwellings. In this case, an approved condensate trap must be installed per applicable
codes. Combustion air is taken from inside the room and the vent is installed vertically through
the roof to the outside. Contact your authorized Cleaver-Brooks representative for details. Page
59 Chapter 3 â€” Stack and Intake Vent Sizing and Installation These installations utilize the
boiler-mounted blower to draw combustion air from outside and vent combustion products to
the outside. UL Certified Venting Material e. The vent must be installed to prevent flue gas
leakage. Care must be taken during assembly to insure that all joints are sealed properly and
are airtight. Page 60 1. Page 63 Control Setpoints Page Operating Conditions Depress all
manual reset buttons for all controls prior to starting. Figure Opening Control Panel D.
Nevertheless, all burner safety LEDs and reset button controls should be checked upon
installation, prior to initial firing. Failure to verify burner control functioning could result in
severe bodily injury or death. Operation Page The operation page displays the CB Falcon
running operation, including setpoint and firing rate values. Page Lockouts And Alerts F. Prior
to starting the boiler, verify that the factory default settings are correct for your application.
Please refer to CB default settings, Table , and make any changes at this time if needed. Some
parameters require a password entr y before allowing changes. Page Burner Sequence In
addition to providing modulation control, the CB Falcon is responsible for flame supervision
and burner sequencing. The CFC boiler uses direct spark ignition no gas pilot to light the main
flame. Flame sensing is accomplished with a flame rod, or ionization electrode. Pre-Ignition
Time will energize the ignitor and check for flame. Trial for Ignition. The ignition and the gas
valve are switched on. The ignition is turned off at the end of the direct burner ignition period.
Page Power-Up 2. Review available gas pressure to assure it is compatible with the main gas
regulators upstream of the Model CFC gas train. An upstream regulator and overpressure
protection are required if building supply gas pressure is greater than 1 psig. While performing
the following safety checks, use the CB Falcon Annunciation screen to monitor the status of the
circuits involved. Page Low Water Cutoff Check 3. Operating under different conditions may
require re- adjustment of the gas valve. Page Modulation Off Point 7. Do not attempt to fire and
adjust the burner without this equipment. Note: Ensure boiler is filled with water prior to burner
startup. On the CB Falcon Operation screen, press the 2. A numeric keypad will appear, Firing
rate display in the Modulation section. Any changes made will require a password login and
reset of the CB Falcon. Ensure proper air venting to expansion tank. Wiring errors can cause
improper and dangerous operation. Failure to do so may result in equipment failure. This work
is to be carried out by an authorized Cleaver-Brooks Service Technician. The CFC requires four
4 6. If damaged it should be replaced as shown in Figure with the electrode turned towards the
burner mantle after it is inserted into the burner head. Boiler mechanical assembly Part No. Gas
train Table Page 95 Chapter 6 â€” Parts Table Cycle and Time History Improper configuration
can cause fuel buildup and The non-volatile memory will contain the following parameters
explosion. Read these instructions carefully. Failure to follow them Table 1. NTC Sensors
temperature vs. Page 3. Connect the ground wire of the main power connector, A ground return
wire is required in the appliance to reduce the the CH pump, the DHW pump if present and the
igni- high frequency components of the actual return current. Page Table 2. Wire Sizes. Page
Table 3. Recommended Grounding Practices. Ground Type Recommended Practice Earth
ground 1. Earth ground must be capable of conducting enough current to blow the 20A fuse or
breaker in the event of an internal short circuit. Use wide straps or brackets to provide minimum
length, maximum surface area ground conductors. Page Table 4. CB Falcon Contact. There are
three parameter control blocks PCB The CB Falcon is shipped in the unconfigured condition, so
that may be installed into the memory of the Falcon: when power is applied, all safety loads are
off and the burner 1. Page Programming Safety Parameters 1. The user edits safety data in the
enabled section. In this case Explosion Hazard. Page Table 7. System Operation Settings. When
disabled the demand caused by the CH Sensor is ignored. It may be disabled to turn it off
temporarily, or because the application does not use this feature. Page Table 8. General

Configuration Settings. M Fig. Burner demand priority control. CH Loop Demand and Rate Pump
demand may be driven by the selected demand source input Stat input, a remote stat, or by the
sensor alone. Page Table 9. Central Heating Parameters. If the ODR function is inactive then the
setpoint is used as-is. CH outdoor reset enable Enable, Disable If outdoor reset feature is
enabled and the sensor is functioning properly, then the current outdoor temperature is used to
determine the setpoint by interpolation. Page Table Domestic Hot Water Parameters. In all
cases, for burner demand to exist, the selected sensor must be generating a demand as
determined by setpoint and hysteresis values. CH Frost Protection Parameters. Page Stack limit
Safety limit and Rate limit The stack limit is a safety limit. However, the stack rate limit portion
which attempts to reduce the firing rate to avoid reaching the stack limit is not. Table Parameter
Comment Stack limit enable Page Slow Start and Forced Rate limits The Forced Rate limit
causes the burner to stay at a fixed firing rate immediately after lightoff, just after the end of the
Run Stabilization time if any. This is optionally followed by a slow start function limit that limits
the ramp-up speed of the firing rate when the water is colder than a threshold. It uses the CH
forced rate parameter as the starting point for the slow start. If the forced rate parameter is
invalid or zero and slow start is enabled, then the slow start function does not occur and an
alert is issued. Page Anticondensation Anticondensation operates only when the burner is
firing, and is active only if enabled for the demand source i. The equipment setup will define the
response to the LFS signal. Burner Control Safety Parameters. Burner Control Safety
Parameters Continued Parameter Comment Pilot test hold Enable, Disable This parameter is
provided to support the pilot turndown test required by burner standards for Intermittent and
Interrupted pilots. If the Pilot type is Interrupted or Intermittent and this parameter is enabled,
the burner control sequence will hold forever at 1 second into the Ignition state. Modulation
Output Parameters. The Falcon software responds by driving the appropriate circuit to provide
modulation of firing rate. This parameter also affects the interpretation or the type of all
parameters which specify rates. Fan Speed Modulation Parameters. Continued Parameter
Comment Fan gain up This is the gain for speeding up the fan. Fan gain down This is the gain
for slowing down the fan. Fan speed-up ramp RPM per second Whenever the burner is firing it
will be commanded to increase its RPM no faster than the rate provided by this parameter. The
CB Falcon implements two kinds of faults: lockouts and Thus an alarm might be on because of
a lockout or an alert. No flame is present, or flame is lost if enabled-lock- out. Lockout Interlock
opens if enabled. Safety Shutdown of Burner Control c. Functions d. Pilot terminal energized if
programmed as Inter- rupted Pilot. Page 5. Parameter Glossary. Parameter Name Short
Description Ref. Page Absolute max fan The fan will never be commanded to operate above the
RPM provided by this parameter, speed regardless of the rate request. Absolute min fan The fan
will never be commanded to operate below the RPM provided by this parameter, speed
regardless of the rate request, except by commanding it to turn off. Page Annunciator 8 The
location of the contacts monitored by the A8 annunciator input. Page Boiler pump overrun This
time indicates how long the Boiler pump should remain on after demand ends. Incremented
upon each entry to Run. Can be written to a new value e. Page Fan during off cycle If this
parameter is non-zero for a control that is enabled as a LL slave, then it provides the rate
modulation rate e. Page Lead lag hysteresis The time needed for one step of hysteresis shift,
when the off hysteresis threshold or on Not available step time hysteresis threshold is shifted
due to a burner-on or burner-off event, respectively. Zero at this time. Page Minimum stage off
Whenever the LL master turns off a stage, it will remain off for at least the amount of time Not
available time specified here, before it is requested to turn on again. Page Purge rate proving
This parameter specifies the input used to confirm the Prepurge rate has been reached. PWM
frequency This parameter provides the frequency of the pulse-width modulation for variable
speed fan control. Mode Modbus: Application layer communication protocol standard used to
encode data for Modbus where each 8-bit byte is sent adopted by the Modbus-IDA trade
association. Page Data organization is intended to allow for efficient register access. Status
data is organized into register blocks by Table RS Signals. Identifies register groups that have
new status in them. See Table Page Each alert log record has the format described in Table
Cycle See registers decimal. Hours See registers decimal. Unused Occurrence count Number of
occurrences of most recent alert. CB Falcon Alert Codes. Burner Control States. Pump Status
Codes. Page changed. If the Modbus master writes the correct OEM address is provided. The
Modbus master provides the starting password, the status register indicates this result and all
data register address, the number of registers to write, the total with OEM access level and
below can be changed. Modbus Exception Codes. Page 8. Write 0 Download to Transfer
Direction register. Fault Code and Troubleshooting. Reset Module. Internal fault: Hardware fault
2. If fault repeats, replace module. Review alert messages for possible trends. Pump fault 2.
Correct possible problems. Motor tachometer fault 3. If fault persists, replace module. AC inputs

phase reversed 1. Check wiring and correct any possible errors. Replace the DHW high limit. If
previous steps are correct and fault persists, replace the module. Inspect the main fuel valve s
and connection s. Make sure that the fuel pressure is high enough to supply fuel to the
combustion chamber. Check wiring and correct any possible wiring errors. Check Interrupted
Airflow switch es to assure proper function. Verify voltage through the airflow switch to the IAS
input with a voltmeter. Check Main Valve terminal wiring and correct any errors. Reset and
sequence the module. If fault persist, replace the module. Ignition OFF 1. Return to program
mode and recheck. If fault repeats, verify electrical grounding. Invalid Delta T limit enable
setting 3. Wire the connector to the power supply and the RS cables using the wiring diagram in
Fig. Ensure the 9-pin connector plug is aligned with the The contains software that incorporates
many header pin when inserting the 9-pin connector plug back features that are designed to
guide you safely through the onto the Page flow. Keyboard keep the original text value.
Pressing the OK or Cancel buttons returns the user to the page displayed prior to the Some
pages request user entry of characters. All parameters are enabled for editing, though some
may not be applicable e. Selecting a parameter group from the menu displays parameters
exclusively applicable for the functional group on the page see Fig. Each access level has
defined rights when interfacing with configuration and status parameters in the The end user
can, in most cases, only read or view parameters. NOTE: When the user proceeds with the
safety parameter configuration the requests that the enter this mode. Continued number with
description. Detailed information for a specific fault entry that also includes burner control
sequence state, Data Comment burner run-time hours, annunciation status, etc. The operation
page displays the running operation, including setpoint and firing rate values. Programmable
annunciation. A snapshot of the diagnostic status is displayed and updated as it changes in the
Status for the most recent time is represented on the left side of the graph with older status
running towards the right side of the graph. The following pages list the configuration
parameters New s are not displayed on the Home page until this available for each installed on
the system. Central Heat Configuration Parameters. Table 5. System Identification Information.
Outdoor Reset Configuration Parameters. Table 8. Table 10 displays Pump configuration
parameters. Pump configuration. Modulation configuration. Pump Configuration Parameters.
Table 9. Modulation Parameter Comment Configuration Parameters. Continued Table Statistics
Configuration Parameters. Table 14 displays other limit parameters. Stack Limit configuration.
Other Limit configuration. Stack Limit Configuration Parameters. Table 16 displays frost
protection parameters. Anti-condensation configuration. Frost Protection configuration.
Anti-Condensation Configuration Parameters. Frost Protection Configuration Parameters.
Parameter Comment Parameter Table 18 through 21 display safety parameters. Annunciation
configuration. Burner Control Interlocks control. Annunciation Configuration Parameters.
Burner Control Interlocks Configuration. Burner Control Ignition Configuration. See Fig. When
any of the safety configuration parameters are changed, the safety parameter verification
procedure must be performed before the A will resume burner control. Continued cancelled, as
shown in Fig. Parameter Comment Modulation output mA The user is required to enter the
installer password, if not already entered, before the burner Monitoring of the hydronic system
is accomplished through control can be stopped or started. DHW Status. Burner Control Status.
Adjustable when firing rate control set to Manual. Demand and Modulation Status menu top.
Burner Control Status menu bottom. Burner control can be turned on and off in the by the user.
Table 28 displays the status page data for demand and modulation. Flame Detection Status
menu. NOTE: This same status is also displayed for burner control status. A separate status
group is defined, however, to provide a bar graph of the flame signal and to automatically
launch a flame signal trend analysis. Stack Limit Status menu. Table 34 shows the status page
data when Delta T Limit is configured for the Delta T Limit Status. Data Comment Delta T limit
Outdoor Status. Table 38 shows the status page data when Lead Lag is configured for the Lead
Lag Status. Data Comment Type Lead Lag Status menu middle. Trend analysis page. Up to 4
status variables can be viewed at the same time on one trend analysis graph. Select the status
variables for the graph on the menu page see Fig. This menu displays when the Trend Analysis
button is selected on the status page. Trend analysis page with demand source. Trend analysis
menu page. If any of the status variables has degrees as a unit of Each status variable displayed
in the trend analysis is measurement, degrees is used for the main Y axis on the left
represented by a different colored line, as follows: of the graph. A snapshot of the trend
analysis graph can be taken and saved to the The user is asked to confirm the save before it
occurs. The first test displayed on the right side of the screen is the last selected test shown, as
seen in Fig. Thi
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s screen enables the user to perform the following tests: Modulation Test: enables the user to
verify that the burner is firing at the correct rate. Setup settings changed. Screen disabled for
cleaning. Configurable Parameters. If the Ethernet interface is disabled, the check procedure
fails. A date and time is performed. Code versionâ€”top view. Processor Reset. Status Tables.
User Preferences. Mounting Locations 1. Can cause severe injury or death. Disconnect the
power supply before beginning wiring to prevent electrical shock. More than one disconnect
may be involved. Wiring 1. Use 14, 16 or 18 AWG copper conductor, volt insulation,
moisture-resistant wire for line voltage connections. The Can cause severe inju- or controller,
limits and flame safeguard control are closed. If ry, death or property damage. Page e-mail: info
cleaver-brooks. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

